PART 7. OPERATIONS BEFORE THE FLIGHT, THE RESCUE
SYSTEM ACTIVATION
7.1. Operations before the flight
1) The control of the rescue system anchorage incl. the rocket and the activation handle
2) The control of the cable anchorage to the aircraft, it must be not slack
3) If nothing does prevent the parachute to be smoothly pulled out of the aircraft
4) To unlock the activation handle.
7.2. How and when to activate the rescue system
A) In critical situations activate the rescue system immediately regardless to the flight
altitude and terrain character over which you are ( e.g. an unavoidable collision resolve by
the activation of the system MAGNUM as soon as possible, in the moment before it
comes – sufficiently ahead of it!)
B) Ideal action:
1. Switch off the ignition
2. Strongly pull the activation handle
3. Protect with the hands your face, the hands and feet together (the position „roll into a
ball“), firm up the whole body!
ATTENTION! It is necessary to fix oneself in this position especially:
a) by the opening of the parachute!
b) by the landing!
4. After the parachute opening shut up the fuel pipe (if there is enough time for it)
5. Before the shock fasten the safety belt!
C) In the case of really extreme distress pull at first the activation handle and then
immediately switch off the ignition and the fuel pipe.
D) The right operations is necessary to train in beforehand.
7.3. How does perceive the crew the activating process
After the activation is heard the rocket motor ignition followed by the sound of leaking gases
by the motor nozzle. After it comes gradual retarding of the movement ending by a gentle
pulling. It shows that the parachute is loaded. There may follow several swings with a
stabilization trend. (Everything depends on the situation, circumstances of the proceeding
rescue, on the position and on the altitude. By the activation in a larger altitude you have got a
larger chance for the stabilization of the swings and for a smooth landing on the earth.)
The touch with the earth should be such as if you would be unsuccessful by a smooth landing.
It depends on the character of the terrain where you are landing.
Stopping of the motor is important in order to prevent the conflict of the suspension cable
with the rotating propeller and this especially by aircraft with the propeller in pushing
arrangement.
Closing of the fuel feed is necessary to prevent a start of the fire!
! A vital notice: When you pull the activation handle it begins with a lesser resistance. The
handle gets loose from the safety position fixed by a flexible picket. It follows a free
approximately 5cm long going of the safety cable. Then grows slowly the resistance by the
influence of the starting spring stretching. In the moment, when the spring is maximally
compressed, gets the percussive device in the upper position loose and strikes two percussion
caps, that activate the rocket motor of the rescue system.
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7.4 How to behave after the landing
1) It is necessary to leave the aircraft without delay and this with regard to the health of the
crew – possible injuries.
-reasons: a) in windy weather may the loaded parachute be the cause of aircraft dragging.
(by pulling of several parachute lines, that are beside one another pours the
parachute out and gets calm)
b) after a harder landing, when e.g. the landing did not happen on the landing
gear, may start a fault, may come to the fuel tank damage and to the fire
danger.
Attention! a) after the landing on a hill side always step out in the direction up the hill!
b) after a landing on an electric line neither do touch further wires nor step out on
the earth. Call for help, secure the switch off of the electric current on the line
and then you may come down!

7.5 How large powers do influence the aircraft and the crew after the development of the
parachute
In maximal speed, for which are the parachutes designed, may the short-time overload get till
the value of 5G. Therefore every point, where are fastened the guy cables into the aircraft,
must have the minimum strength of 5G! Use only cables and snap hooks delivered by the
producer, or recommended by him!
The aircraft should be hanged on the parachute so as to fall to the ground, after the touch with
the earth, on the wheels of the landing gear, because they will soften the fall. Appropriate is
the position to be moderately inclined forwards, because of the stabilization during the
descent on the parachute. This reality is necessary to regard with the choice of the length of
suspending cable harness.

7.6 Situations in which it is possible to use successfully the rescue system
a)Engine failure over a terrain, where it is not possible to land safely from the gliding flight.
Do not hesitate and activate the rescue system in time with the regard to the safe stabilization
and so that the meeting with the earth would come after calming of the swings. Do not
hesitate with the activation in cases when you are not sure, that you will overcome some
obstacle by the gliding flight, or that you will not surely reach the area chosen for the landing!
b)Loss of orientation
1) In good weather is the fuel at the end and in the reach is no appropriate area for
emergency landing
2) Sudden worsening of weather conditions when during the flight VFR is the visibility
reduced under an acceptable limit and it could come to a collision with an obstacle.
3) Loss of the notion of the aircraft flight position. It may come after the flying into a cloud
or the fog. The situation of sudden worsening of meteorological conditions.
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In these situations activate your rescue system immediately!!!
Be careful in situations, when you are in a strong updraft. In these cases you must at first get
out of it and then use the rescue system.
c)Short landing path
If there‘s no way out and if there threatens on the end of the path some obstacle and the
flying up is not possible or safe, you may activate the rescue system in the ground flight near
over the earth approximately max. till 1m. But it is necessary to go on in the landing after the
firing of the rescue system and to become the aircraft quickly to the earth. In such a situation
begins the parachute to brake in the moment, when the wheels touch the earth.
d)Mechanical defect
If a mechanical defect makes impossible the aircraft control or safe landing, there is a reason
for the activation of the rescue system MAGNUM. If it is possible choose a propriate terrain
for the parachute landing with regard to the high voltage line, the buiding development, the
wood, the wind direction, etc.
e)Collision during the flight
Activate your rescue system if possible in the time before it inevitably comes! Here it applies,
the earlier you react, the higher will be the chance for rescuing your life! Fractions of a
second may decide!
f)Piloting control mistake
To dangerous piloting control mistakes, that may you endanger, comes mostly in small
altitudes. The loss of speed, the corcscrew spin, the fall down plane etc.
In such situations you have to react without delay! Even from a small altitude you have a
chance to be rescued! Remember, that even a piloting control mistake in a larger altitude may
be for you dangerous. Such a transit from a corcscrew spin to a spiral and a spiral itself may
be for you dangerous by the sharp speed rise to such a limit, that your rescue system could be
inefficient. The altitude lessens in such situations very quickly.
Activate therefore your rescue system as soon as possible!
g)Pilots disability to control the aircraft
It may be health problems as heart attac, injury of the pilot, loss of consciousness ... If it is
possible he may activate the rescue system by himself, or his fellow passenger, who must be
informed of the rescue system function and use before the flight!
h)Fire on the aircraft deck
It is important to stop the oxygen supply to the flame and also of the material which burns, it
is of the fuel. In case you can not immediatelly safely land, activate the rescue system. So you
can come on the earth and from the reach of the flames more quick. In case, that it burns in
the area of the motor space, or somewhere after the fuel-lock on the line to the motor, lock the
fuel supply, let the motor run, open the supply of the mixture feed (open the throttle) to
consume the fuel from its line and to stop the burning!
Even because of such situations are favourable cables of steel or of Kevlar. These materials
resist the flames more, than e.g. cables on the base of nylon, etc...
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